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Above: Typical architecture in French Quarter.

A Tale of Two Cities

Every day I have a little chuckle with myself about what a
great job I have. I get to travel to all of these interesting
American cities eating my way through the best cuisine they
have to offer while I sell 3 amazing Upper Bavarian
breweries’ beers. Then while I “work” in those cities I make
a point of getting in some tennis or cycling or even skiing,
just so I can build up my thirst.
Husk restaurant in Charleston, SC.

I have recently added two new cities to my route – New
Orleans and Charleston, South Carolina. Here I am now over
50 years old and I have been all over Europe but had never been to these two great southern cities before. I have fallen in love
with both. They are from 2 different centuries with all their historical architecture and attitudes preserved. New Orleans is an
edgy Paris from the early 1700’s and Charleston is a throwback to the early 1800’s plantation lifestyle. The best part is both
cities have a fantastic culinary scene very true to their roots.
Since Katrina, New Orleans has been rebuilding and there is a noticeable buzz of excitement that the city is now better than ever.
New restaurants are opening all the time. Buildings are getting rebuilt better and more beautiful than ever. They are now even
turning a closed Naval Base and the only hurricane proof building in the city into high and low income housing. I am an
architecture nut. The old mansions in the St. Charles area of New Orleans are as majestic as homes anywhere in the world and
just driving down the streets in this area is heaven. Built after Katrina in the middle of the 1300 acre City Park is a wonderful
public tennis center. They have 16 hard courts and to my delight 10 clay courts for my old knees. How about 2 hours of dirt ball
in the 75 degree heat with 95% humidity. This is my kind of thirst building activity. Once thirsty and hungry, I enjoyed four of
the best restaurants in town: Herbsaint (twice), Cochon, Boucherie, and Root. All 4 serve modern interpretations of French
Cajun Southern cooking. Those were just the restaurants I had time for; when I go back in September I need to visit Rue 127,
Bacchanal Wine Shop and Music, Maurepas Foods, Le Petite Grocery and Cure. And who knows what else I have missed?
Charleston is much smaller than New Orleans and moves at a bit of a slower pace. It is made up of islands, inland waterways and
the Atlantic Ocean to the east. The Old Town is even smaller than the French Quarter in New Orleans but has just as much to
offer. And every day the weather is nice the Ravenel Bridge is full of beautiful people getting some exercise. I did not get a
chance to play tennis this trip but the Family Cup tennis facility has dirt and some bodies for my next trip. Two of the best
restaurants in the country are owned by Sean Brock – McCrady’s and Husk. I had the great opportunity to eat at McCrady’s
while I was there. Their four course menu is fantastic and is only $60. The wine list was exquisite and I introduced my sales rep,
who was at dinner with me, to the Scheurebe grape. Below is a copy of that night’s tasting menu.
I stayed out on Mount Pleasant at the Old Village Post House where the Maverick restaurant group has a very good restaurant.
Next trip I need to visit along with Husk; Magnolias, Le Fourchette, and Two Boroughs Larder. This was my first taste of
Charleston and there is a lot more discovering to do.
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MARK’S RESTAURANT ROW
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2 Unity Alley, Charleston, SC
29401
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13843.577.0025
	
   http://mcCradysrestaurant.com/

Kamin grill oven
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FALL FESTIVAL BEERS

My favorite time of year in the Alps is August
through October. The days are still very long
and the weather is dry and warm. The lakes are
warm and the Bavarian girls are in bikinis,
tops optional. Beer festivals are in high gear.
The special beers released this time of year
are all pale in color but are around 6%abv so
you become happy just a little bit faster than
with our normal 5% day beers.
This year along with the year round Festival
style beer from Schöenram, the Gold, we
will have the Hopf Spezial Weisse, and new
for us this year Kloster
Reutberg’s Aegidius Trunk.
The Hopf beer fest starts on
the first Thursday of August
and goes on for 4 days. They
release their Hopf Spezial Weisse. Where the
Helle Weisse weighs in at 5.3%abv this
wonderful wheat is 6%abv. You can detect a
bit of dried apricot on the finish and a bit less
banana and more spice. Last year it was sold
out in a month after arrival.
This will be the first time that we will be

importing Kloster
Reutberg’s Aegidius –
Trunk. This beer
commemorates the first
brew master for the nuns –
Father Aegidius. So in his
honor they brew up an
unfiltered Maerzen that
weighs in at 5.3%abv. It is
a beautiful light red color
and a bit dry. We will also
have a limited amount of
this.
So those of you planning
beer festivals in September
and October make sure you
talk to your distributor at
the end of August to
receive your allotment of
our fall seasonals. How
great would it be to go to
beer festival this fall and
have available the
Schöenram Gold, the Hopf Spezial Weisse, and Nuns’
Aegidius – Trunk for your friends and patrons. All the
beer should be in by the first of September.
Prost,
Mark
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